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to be extended so as to include O. Then a pin could be put through O, materially connecting M and N, without interfering with their instantaneous motion. Such connection at any other point would interfere with the instantaneous motion.
The centra of the relative motion of two bodies is a point, and the only one, at which they have no relative motion; it is a point, and the only one, that is common to- the two bodies for the instant, and which may be considered as being a point of either; it is &• point, and the only one, about which as center either body may be considered as rotating, for the instant, relative to the other.
It will be seen that the points of the figure in Fig. 6 might be moving in any paths, so long as those paths are tangent at the points to the lines representing the instantaneous motion.
In general, centros of the relative motion of two bodies are continually changing their position. They may, however, reman.. stationary; i.e., they may become fixed centers of rotation.
10. Loci of Centros, or Centrodes.*—As centros change position they describe curves of some kind, and these loci of centros may be called centrodes.
Suppose a section of any body, M, to have motion relatively to a section of another body, N (fixed), in the same or a parallel plane. Centros may be found for a series of positions, and a curve drawn through them on the plane of N would be the centrode of the motion of M relatively to N. If, now, M be fixed and TV moved so that the relative motion is the same as before, the centrode of the motion of N relatively to M may be located upon the plane of M. Each centrode being the locus of the centros in its plane, the two centrodes would always have one point in common, that point being the centro of the relative motion of the two bodies at the particular instant. (Otherwise
* Centrode is here used in preference to " centroid," proposed by Professor Kennedy, because the latter term has grown to be generally accepted in mathematics as synonymous with " center of mass."

